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A little
green goes a
long way.
Superior Performance. Lasts Longer. Priced Right.
The Texacone Supreme Green 900 series seal is the first urethane seal ever
developed specifically for the hydraulic elevator industry. Which makes it the
last word in price and performance. The 900 lasts longer and provides less
stiction than traditional seals, with greater temperature resistance and
higher strength than most standard urethane seals. And it’s backed by
thousands of hours of tests in the lab and in the field. So you can install it with
confidence and benefit from lower friction, less leaking and longer
seal life. All at a very competitive price. To find out how far
a little green can take you, call 1.800.235.2727 or
visit www.texacone.com

To learn more about the new Supreme Green 900,
contact us by calling 1-800-235-2727 or faxing 972-289-6285.
Visit us on the web at www.texacone.com
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Finally, a urethane seal that meets the tough requirements
SupremeGreen

TM

of the elevator industry. Texacone’s new Supreme Green
900

is

the

first

urethane

seal

ever

developed

specifically for the hydraulic elevator industry. The product of
hundreds of hours of research and trials on our elevator test stand, the Supreme Green 900 seal features
a special high-temperature polyurethane compound

The first

and a patent-pending seal profile design geometry to

urethane

offer superior wear properties and excellent dynamics.

seal
designed

Count on the Supreme Green 900 for:
for
l extremely low “stiction” and breakaway
elevators.

l high-temperature resistance
l excellent durability and longevity
l smooth ride performance even at 1 ft./min. and 180° F.
l consistent, easy valve adjustments at demanding low-level speeds
Less friction, lower pressure
Another high point of the Supreme Green 900 is
its low friction, as you can see from the
chart. In fact, it allows your hydraulic
system to operate at pressures that
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are up to 20% lower than those
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necessary with other urethane

performance. It’s just one more
reason the Supreme Green
900 is the top choice
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seals. Lower operating pressure
means less stiction and better
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for elevator hydraulics.
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Don’t be burned by other seals
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Elevator seals operate in extreme conditions. Plunger temperatures can rise to
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more than 200° F during peak usage
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times, then rapidly cool down. The
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frequent stops, speed variations and

Degrees F

varying tolerances of typical elevators can
literally destroy some seals. But not the
Supreme Green 900. As you can see from the
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Supreme
Green 900
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chart, it operates at temperatures of up to 300° F
at the sealing lip. In fact, under these extreme
conditions your other major components are likely to
break down before the Supreme Green 900 will.
Oil and water DO mix
Condensation and water in your hydraulic oil can be a major problem. But not with the
Supreme Green 900. Unlike most commonly used elevator seals, it is compatible with
both oil and water, ensuring consistent performance over a wide variety of conditions.
Tough enough to work over time
The specially formulated urethane
material of the Supreme Green 900
has exceptional tensile strength,
making it one of the toughest
seals on the market. And that
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means better performance
at extreme temperatures,
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better durability for lower
superior performance day in
and day out. The Supreme
Green 900 is simply a superior
seal from top to bottom.
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maintenance costs and
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